
 

Lesson Preparation – LittleBits (<1 hour active time) 

Materials (for 24 students) : 

LittleBits STEAM Student Set ( 1 per group 4 students ) 

Masking Tape ( 1 roll per class ) 

Mini Challenge Cards ( 1 per group of 4 students )  

LittleBits Worksheet ( 1 per student )  

LittleBits Presentation ( 1 per group )  

Before Lesson: 

1. If the servo hub is not already on the servo Bit, attach it before the lesson (this makes it easier to see how 

the servo motor spins). See the Invention Guide for instructions on attaching the servo hub. 

 

  



Lesson Plan – LittleBits (Two 50 min Lessons) 

Opening (10 Min) 

Begin by brainstorming ways in which we use and rely on electronics every day. Ask students to name electronic 
devices they can’t live without, providing rationale for ways in which our lives would be significantly different 
without electronics. 

Review the way electronics work generally (touch on: circuits, electrons). Review the necessary components of a 
circuit – Power, input, outputs, wires.  

Today, we will be experimenting with circuits to discover how electronics can solve problems in our everyday 
lives.  

Into to LittleBits (40 min) 

Distribute a single input Bit (button) and output Bit (RBG LED) to each group and let them explore how the bits 
connect (5 minutes). Ask students what they have learned and observed about the bits (color coded, snap 
together, there are magnets that help you connect the pieces correctly by repelling if you try the wrong way). 
Write responses on the board. 

Distribute additional parts to each group: power Bit, battery, cable, purple screwdriver, servo and wire Bit. 
Provide a few minutes for students to explore their bits independently. After a few minutes, ask students to 
share that they have observed and learned. Use guiding questions such as: 

• How do you know you are connecting bits the right way? 
• How can you tell the top of a bit from the bottom?  
• Does the order of assembly matter? What happens when a pink bit comes after a green bit?  
• What do the colors mean? (Blue: POWER. Pink: INPUT (“controllers”). Green: OUTPUT (“doers”). 

Orange: WIRE.) 
• What role does a blue Bit play in the circuit? 
• How can I tell if the power Bit is on? 
• Did you notice that some bits are adjustable? 

Go over the functions of each individual bit, you can have students make suggestions as to why they might want 
to use that bit in a circuit. How is it useful? 

Exploration (40 min) 

Put up the slide with the Bit index on it. Hand out different Mini-Challenge pages to each group to familiarize 
students with different bits. You can do this lesson with the worksheets to guide the engineering design process. 
Give students a time limit to complete their challenge. After the time is up, have them finish the worksheet by 
drawing their circuit and brainstorming possible improvements. 

If students finish early, give them another Mini-Challenge to tackle or ask the group to invent a new solution to 
the same mini-challenge. 

Closing (10 min) 

Review what the students have learned about how little Bits work. Go through the names of different bits on the 
Bit index slide and have groups raise their hand if they used the Bit in their circuit. Discuss struggles and 
successes encountered while addressing the challenge. How do these circuits compare to circuits they have seen 
in the real world? 


